
PIERCING POINTS OF HOMEOMORPHISMS
OF DIFFERENTIABLE MANIFOLDS

BY

JEROME L. PAUL(i)

1. Introduction. In this paper we investigate the problem of relating homeo-

morphisms of euclidean n-space E" (resp. a differentiable manifold M") onto

itself to diffeomorphisms of 75" (resp. of M"). Throughout this paper, "dif-

feomorphism" shall mean C-diffeomorphism, where p>0. A discussion of

these problems is facilitated by introducing the following equivalence relation ~

on the set 77(75") of homeomorphisms of 75" onto itself. If F, Ge H(E"), we say

F ~ G if there exist homeomorphisms H0 = F, Hy,--,Hm = G, where each

77¡e 77(75"), and nonempty open sets Ut, U2,--, Um of E" such that

77¡11/; = H¡-.y | U¡, i = 1, 2, ■■■,m. One asks, for example, whether a given

homeomorphism FeH(E") is equivalent under ~ to a diffeomorphism.

Fundamental in the study of this type of question is the notion of stable homeo-

morphisms of E" onto itself. Recall that a homeomorphism 77 e 77(E") is called

stable if there exist homeomorphisms Hy,---,Hm, where each 77¡ eH(En) and non-

empty open sets Uu—,Um of En such that 77 = 771772---77m, and 77;|i/; = l,

i = 1,2,—, m. All orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms of E" onto itself are

stable. It is readily seen that if F ~ G, and G is stable, then so is F. It also can

be proved (cf. Theorem 5.4 of [1]) that if F and G are any two stable homeo-

morphisms, then F ~ G. It follows easily from these latter two statements that

F ~G if and only if G~lF is a stable homeomorphism of E". Finally, the

annulus conjecture is equivalent to the conjecture that all orientation-preserving

homeomorphisms of E" onto itself are stable. This latter conjecture is known

to be true for n = 1,2,3.

In an effort to relate homeomorphisms to diffeomorphisms, we define (cf. §3)

the notion of a piercing point of a homeomorphism. In §§3-7 we develop some

basic properties relating to piercing points. A proof is given in §8 of a result

announced by the author in [2]. Theorem 1 of §9 relates the notion of piercing

point to stability. The author thanks William Huebsch for many helpful con-

versations.

2. Notation. Let the points of 75" be written x = (xl,---,x"), and provide

E" with the usual euclidean norm and metric
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|*| - [¿<*»)3]1/2,        dix,y)=\\x-y\\.

For c a fixed point of E", and r > 0 a constant, we denote the (n —l)-sphere

about c, of radius r, by

Sn~\c,r) = {xe E"\ dix,c) = r}.

We often delete the superscript n — 1 when there is no danger of confusion. By

a topological (n — l)-sphere M in E" we mean the image in E" of S"'1^, r) under

some homeomorphism n. We say that n defines M. If M is a topological (n — 1)-

sphere in E", we denote the bounded component of E" — M by JM, and the

closure of JM in E" by JM.

A topological (n — l)-sphere M in E" will be called elementary if some (hence

every, as is readily proved) homeomorphism n defining M is extendable as a

homeomorphism into £" of an open neighborhood N of S"-1(c, r) relative to

£". This is equivalent (cf. [3]) to requiring that M is locally flat. A homeomor-

phism h of an elementary (n — l)-sphere M in E" which is extendable over a neigh-

borhood of M as a homeomorphism will itself be termed elementary.

If M is a topological (n — l)-sphere in E", and /: JM -> E" is a homeomorphism

of JM into E", then

(a) fiJM) = JfiM).

A proof of (a) can be found, for example, in [4].

3. Piercing points. We assume in what follows that n 2; 2.

Definition 1. Let / : V -» E" be a homeomorphism of V into £", where V

is an open subset of E". A point xe V is called a piercing point of / if there

exists a C-imbedding (p > 0) cr:[ —1,1] -> C7, a diffeomorphism 77e77(£"), and

an (n — l)-hyperplane P in E" such that

(i)    (t(0) = x,

(ii)   77/<t([-1,1]) OP = 77/,t(0),
(iii) H foi—I) and HferCl) lie in opposite components of £"— P.

One verifies that every point of a diffeomorphism 77 e 77(£") is a piercing point

of H. On the other hand, we will prove (§8) that there exist homeomorphisms

F e 77(£") having a dense set of nonpiercing points.

Proposition 1. Let V, V be open subsets of E", letf:V->E" be a homeomo-

phism of V into E", and let g: V-* E" be a diffeomorphism of V into E". Then

a point xeV r,f_1iV) [resp. xel/rig(F)] is a piercing point of f if, and

only if, x is a piercing point of gf [resp. g"1 (x) is a piercing point offg].

Proof. In each situation considered, it can be assumed without loss of gen-

erality that g is a diffeomorphism of E" onto itself (cf. [5, pp. 28-29]). Suppose

that x is a piercing point off. Then, corresponding to /and x, there exist a, H,
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and P as in Definition 1. Then a, Hg~l, and P [resp. g~lo, 77, P] can be used

to verify that x is a piercing point of gf [resp. g~ \x) is a piercing point of fg].

Conversely, suppose that x is a piercing point of 77 [resp. g~1 is a piercing point fg].

Then a, Hg, and P [resp. go, 77, P] can be used to verify that x is a piercing

point of/.

With the aid of Proposition 1, the notion of piercing point may be extended,

in the natural way, to homeomorphisms from one nonbounded differentiable

n-manifold into another.  More precisely, we make the following definition.

Definition 1'. Let M"y,M2 be nonbound differentiable n-manifolds having

differentiable structures Dy,D2, respectively, both of class at least p>0. Let

f:V-* M2 be a homeomorphism of U into M", where U is an open subset of

M". Then x is called a piercing point of / if there exist coordinate systems

(Uy,hy)eDy, (U2,h2)eD2 at x,/(x), respectively, such that hy(x) is a piercing

point (in the sense of Definition 1) of the homeomorphism

h2fhy~l   :hy(U   nUynf-\U2))-*En.

It is easily verified, using Proposition 1 and its proof, that this definition is

independent of the choice of coordinate systems at x and f(x).

4. Example 1. We now construct homeomorphisms fige H(E2) such that

0 = (0,0) is a piercing point of/, /(0) = 0 is a piercing point of g, but 0 is not a

piercing point of the composition gf. Now it is easily seen that a point xeU cz E2

is a piercing point of a homeomorphism h : U -> 752 if, and only if, the point h(x)

is a piercing point of h~1 : h(U) -» E2. Hence iff, g ate as above, we see that the

homeomorphisms gf, f=g~i (gf), and / ~1 = (gf)~1 g, show that all the con-

clusions of Proposition 1 can fail when the hypothesis is weakened to merely requir-

ing, for example, that g(x) be a piercing point of the homeomorphism g.

Let x = (0,0) = OeTi2, and set S = S'(0,1). Denote the line segments having

one end point at 0 and the other end point at (0,1), {^J 2/2,^/2/2), ( — ̂2/2,^/2/2),

(-V3/2.-Í), (-Í.-V3/2), G.-V3/2), (Jl/2,-ï), by L0,-,L6, re-
spectively. Let

My =  {y = (y',y2)eS|0^y1^V2/2,V2/2^y2^l}uL0VJL1,

M2 = {y = (y1,y2)eS[-V2/2^y1^0,V2/2^y2^l}UL0UL2,

and

M3 = {y = (y1,y2)eS\-l = y1 = l,-l^y2^j2/2}vLyKjL2.

Let

{yil = {l/Z(V2/W2/2)},    {z,} = {l/i(-V2/2, V2/2)},    i = l,2,-.

We now define/on My as follows. Set/(w) = w for w = (wl,w2)eL0, and

f(w) = (w1cos(57t72/12w1) 4- w2sin(5KN/2/12w1),

- w1sin(57iN/2/12w1) 4- w2cos(5nyj2/ 12wx))
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for   we Mi C.S.    We   complete   the   definition   of  / on   M,    as   follows.

Set/(y2i_i) = l//(V3/2,-l/2), and/(y2i) = l//(-l/2,-V3/2), i = 1,2,-.
Then let/map the segment between y¡ and yi+ y in the manner indicated in Figure 1

below.

Define / on M2 by letting

/((w1,w2)) = (-/1(-w1,w2),/2(-w1,w2))forweL0U(M2nS)ulJz¡.
¡ = i

Complete the definition off on M2 by mapping the segment between z¡ and zi+]

in the manner indicated in Figure  1.

To define / on M3, note that / is defined on (M3 - S) U {72/2, 72/2)} U

{( — yj 2/2, yj 2/2)}. We complete the definition of/on M3 by mapping M3 — (L, UL2)

homeomorphically onto S — {fCMy u Mf)}.

We now have defined/on M, UM2 UM3 consistently as a homeomorphism.

Since every homeomorphism of a topological 1-sphere M in £2 admits an ex-

tension as a homeomorphism over JM (cf. [6]), we may extend/| M¡ to a home-

omorphism of JMt into £2, i = 1,2,3. Actually, it is clear that/| M¡ is elementary,

and hence we could use the Schoenflies extension theorem (cf. [7] or [8]) to get

the extension of/| M¡ over JM¡. This latter method of obtaining the extension is

employed when modifying the example to dimensions greater than 2. Now since

fJM¡ = JfiM) (cf. (a) of §2), we obtain a homeomorphism / of JS into £". For

convenience, we apply the Schoenflies extension theorem again to assume that

feHÍE2). Note that 0 is a piercing point of/.

Figure 1

We now consider a homeomorphism g e J7(£2) with the following properties

(cf. Figure 2). Let L3, L4, L5, and L6 be as in Figure 1. Denote the line segments

having one end point at 0 and the other end point at (—i,73/2), (— 7'3¡2,\),

(73/2,i), (i,7>3/2), by L7, L8, L9, Li0, respectively. We suppose g(L¡) = L¡+4,
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i = 3,4,5,6. We further suppose that g is the identity on the w2-axis. A home-

omorphism geHÍE2) with these properties is easily constructed. Note that 0 is a

piercing point of g.

(0,1)-«(0,1)

g(L6) = Ll0

iO,~l) = g(0,-l)

Figure 2

It is readily seen that 0 is not a piercing point of gf

Remarks. An analogous construction can be carried out for any n _ 2. Also,

one verifies with the aid of Theorem 4.1 of [5] (only really needed for /), that

/ and g can be constructed so as to be diffeomorphisms on E" — 0.

5. One-sided piercing points. Note that the homeomorphism gf of Example 1,

while not having 0 as a piercing point, nevertheless leaves the segment from (0,1)

to 0 pointwise invariant. Hence 0 could be called a "one-sided" piercing point

of gf. We make this concept precise in the following definition.

Definition 2. Let/: V-► E" be a homeomorphism of 17 into E", where V is an

open subset of E". A point x e V is called a one-sided piercing point of/ if there

exists C-imbedding (p > 0) er: [0,1] -* V, a diffeomorphism HeH(£") and an

(n — l)-hyperplane P in £" such that

(i)tr(l) = x,

(ii)H/t7([0,l])nP = H/<r(l).
A point xe 17 which is not a one-sided piercing point will be called aspirai pointoff.

We see, then, that a spiral point x e V of / has the following characteristic

property: given any C-imbedding (p>0) a: [0,1] -* V, any diffeomorphism

H e 77(£"), and any (n - l)-hyperplane P in £", there exists a sequence of points

í¡e[0,l] converging to 1 and such that Hfo{t)eP. Clearly, a spiral point off

is a nonpiercing point of /, but the converse does not hold as the homeomorphism

gf of Example 1 shows.

Proposition 2. Let f : U -> E" be a homeomorphism of V into E , where V is
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an open subset of En. Then the set of one-sided piercing points of fis dense in U.

In fact, if a: [0,1] -> U is any C-imbedding, (p > 0), then there exists a te (0,1)

such that o(t) is a one-sided piercing point off.

Proof. Let a : [0,1] -> 17 be a C-imbedding, and let P be any (n — l)-hy-

perplane in 75" such that/o-(0) and/<r(l) lie in opposite components of 75"—P.

Since/o-([0,1]) O P#0, there exists a (unique) ie(0,l) such that /o-[0,r] nP

= a(f). Hence o(f) is a one-sided piercing point of/.

Remark. The notion of "one-sided" piercing point extends, in the natural

way (cf. Definition 1'), to differentiable manifolds. Proposition 2 holds with this

notion so extended.

6. An alternative definition. Suppose we altered Definition 1 by requiring that

77 be the identity diffeomorphism of E" onto itself. The question arises as to

whether every piercing point in the old sense would also be one in this new more

restrictive sense. Example 2 below answers this latter question in the negative.

Example 2. Let S = S^O, 1), and let /: 752 -*• 752 be a homeomorphism of 752

onto itself having the following properties. First f(x) = x for x e C JS U L, where

L is the radius segment of S joining 0 = (0,0) to (0,1). Secondly, the image under/of

every radius segment of S makes an angle of 0° with L at 0 (cf. Figure 3). Such

homeomorphism clearly exists (in fact, / may be required to be a diffeomorphism

on 752 — 0). Note that 0 is not a piercing point of / if 77 is required to be the

identity map of E".

We now construct a diffeomorphism 77 e 77(75") which will show that 0 is a

piercing point (in the sense of Definition 1) of/.

We can assume / is so constructed that there exists a C°°-imbedding

t: (LuL")->752 such that t(L) =/(L') and %\L" = 1, where L', L" are the radius

segments of S which go through f^/2/2, -v/2/2), (0, — 1), respectively. Let 77 be a

C"-diffeomorphism of 752 onto itself such that 7i|(/(L') UL") = x~l. Let

a- [-1»1] -»■ E2 be the linear imbedding defined by a(-1) = (0, -£), ff(i) = (0,£).

Finally, let P be the x2 axis. One verifies that a, 77, and P satisfy the conditions of

Definition 1 with respect to / and 0.

Remark. Example 2 also shows that Proposition 1 would not be satisfied if

our definition of piercing point would have been the more restrictive one. This

example can be modified to yield the corresponding results for n — 2.

1. Property Q. We now introduce a property which concerns the existence of

piercing points of a uniform type.

Definition 3. Let/: U -+ 75"be a homeomorphism of U into 75", where U is an

open set in 75". We say that f has property Q at a point x0elf if there exists a

diffeomorphism L of 75" onto itself such that the following three conditions are

satisfied :

(i) L~1(x0) is a piercing point of/L, i.e. there exists a, 77, and P satisfying

(i), (ii), and (iii) of Definition 1 relative to /L and L-I(x0),
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(ii) a is linear, i.e. tr([-1,1]) is a straight line segment,

(iii) there exists an open set Win P such that for all xeL~1f~1H~liW), H,P,

and erx defined by cr^t) = <r(r) + x- tr(0) satisfy conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of

Definition 1 with respect to /L and x.

Figure 3

Remarks. Again, one verifies that if / : V -> £" is a C-imbedding, (p > 0),

then /has property Q at each point of its domain. Also, it is readily seen that the

definition of "property Q" can be extended in the natural way (cf. Definition 1')

to differentiable manifolds. One verifies that if Mn¡,M2 are nonbounded differ-

entiable n-manifolds, and if f:V ->■ M2 is a C-imbedding of V into M", where V

is an open subset of M", then/has property Q at each point of V.

8. A homeomorphism having a dense set of nonpiercing points. We now construct

a homeomorphisrrr F of £" onto-itself having-a dense set of nonpiercing points.

Fore = (c1,c2,.-.,cn), x = (x1,x2,-.-,xn), andr > 0, we define the homeomorphism

Fcri, i = 2,-..,n, of £" onto itself, as follows:

Fc,r,iiX)  =   x> [xeCJSic,r)yJJSic,r/2)]

Fc,r,¡ix) ~ íix1-c1)cosaíx) — íxl—cl)sinaíx) + c1,x2,---,xi l,

(x ' - cx)sina(x) 4- (xf - c')cosa(x) 4- c\ xl + x, • ■ •, x")

[x e JSicr) - JSicr/2)] where a(x) = 4tt /íizIfZílj .

In the above formula, and throughout the following, CX denotes the complement

in £" of X. We then define the homeomorphism Fc r of £" onto itself by setting

Fc,r = FC:r,2Fc.r.3---Fc¡r,„. We then choose a constant <5 > 0 with the following

property iß).
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(ß) If S(xy,ry),---,S(xm,rm) are (n — T)-spheres in 75" such that JS(x¡,r¡)

ryJS(xj,rj) = 0, i*j, lèUjgn, and if H = FXnirFXn_urn_l-FXUTl (note

that 77 is independent of the order of the factors), then d(H(x), H(y)) — ôd(x,y)

for all x,yeE".

Such a ô clearly exists. We now define, inductively, a sequence of homeomor-

phisms {F¡} of 75" into itself, and set F = lim^^Pj.

Let AT be a countable dense subset in 75" of distinct points x¡, i = 1,2, •••. Set

F0 = 1. Select a positive constant rlt<% and such that S(x1,r„)nY=0.

Set Pi = FXí¡rií = Fyy. Now consider Fy(x2). By our choice of S(xltryy), and since

Fy\S(xy,ryy) = 1, we have F1(x2)^S(x1,r11). We have two cases.

Case 1.   Fy(x2)eJS(x¡,ryy). Then select positive constants ri2,r22 such that:

(2.1) r¡2 < i rn,

(2.2) max(r12,r22)<<52/22,

(2.3) JS(Fy(x2),r22)czJS(xy,ryy),

(2.4) JS(Fi(xy),ry2)nJS(Fy(x2),r22)=0,

(2.5) {S(Fy(xy),r12)KJS(Fi(x2),r22)KJS(Fy(Xy),ry2/2)KJS(Fy(x2),r22/2)}

n{iuF,(v)}=0.

Then set F12 = FFl(Xih,12, F22 = FFl(X2)r22, and

(2-6) F2=F22Fy2Fyy=F22Fy2Fy.

Case 2. F¡(x2)eCJS(xi,ril). Then select positive constants r12, r22 such that

(2.1), (2.2), (2.4) and (2.5) hold, together with the following relation analogous

to (2.3).

(2.3)' JS(Fi(x2),r22) cz CJS(Xy,rli).

Then construct F2 as in (2.6). Note that the following relations are satisfied.

(2.7) F2(x1) = F1(x1) = x1,        F2(x2) = Fy(x2).

(2.8) Fy(y)eJS(FJ(xi),riJ)^F2(y)eJS(Fy(Xi),riJ), i - 1,2; i £j ^ 2.

(2.9): Fy(y)eCJS(Fy(Xi),rij) => F2(y) e CJSiFy{XL),rtJ), i = 1,2; i £j g 2.

(2 10)      d(p2(x)'F2(y)) = d(F22F12Fy(x),F22Fy2Fl(y)) = ôd(F y(x), F ,(y))

= ô2d(x,y) [x,yeEn].

Suppose, inductively, that positive constants ru, i = l,2,---,k— 1, i-SLj ̂  k — 1

have been chosen, together with homeomorphisms F0 = 1, Fy,---,Fk_t of E"onto

itself, such that the following conditions are satisfied. First, for 1 = m ;£ k — 1,

Fm = FmmFm-ym-FymFm„y, where Fu = FFj_l(x.hnj, i = 1,2,-,k - I, ig.j

= k — l, and, moreover:
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ík-l.l) ru<lriJ_l<---<2-ri¡,

(fc-1.2) maxiriJ)<ôi/2J,

(fc-1.3) JSÍFj-,(*,),r,j) n JSiFj_,(x,„),rmf) =0     [l ï m,l Sj S k-l,l,mSj],

[J SiFj_ ¿x), rtJ) u SÍFj^íx), ry/2))

(/c_L4) n{xuF,(X)u...uFt_,(X)}=0,

F,_ t(x;) e JSiFj_yix,),rlp) => JSÍF,. .(x,.),r,7) e /S(^_,(x,),rlp)

(k~L5) [j=l,-,k-l;lSpSj-l],

Fj.yixj) e CJSÍFj^íxi)rlp) » JS(F,_ x(x,.), ru) c CJSiFj. yix,), rlp)

(k~L6) [j=l,-,k-l;lSlSpSj-l].

Note by (fc-1.4) that (/c—1.5) and (k-1.6) cover the possible locations of Fj^fixf).

Note also that the following relations are necessarily satisfied:

(fc-1.7) F/x,) = F,_,(x,) C/-l,-,fc-l.lá/á/J,

e JSiFj- i(x(), r/p) => F,(v) e JSiFj-yix,), rlp)

[j=l,-,k-l,lSlSpSj-lSqSk-l,yeEn],

,k_x g) Fy.tij) e JS(Fy_ yixy), Tlp) => F,(v) e JSiFj-yix,),rlp)

(fc-1.9) Fj-1(3° E CJS(F7- iW'-ip) * W e C-ZSCF,- ,(x,), r,p)

[j=l,-,k-l,lSlSpSj-lSqSk-l,yeEn],

ik-10)      díFjíx),Fjíy))^oJdíx,y) [x,yeEn,   j = l,-,k-l],

(fc-11)   a'(F/x),FJ._1(x))<¿72J<l/2J" [/ = l,-,fc - 1].

Clearly, we may choose positive constants rik, i = l,---,k, and define

Fk = FkkFk_lk---FlkFk_y so that the relations (fe.l)—(/c.ll)analogous to (fc-1.1)—

(/c—1.11) hold. Hereafter, we understand im.i) to mean the relation in stage m of our

construction analogous to (fc-1.1) above. Set F=limt_00Ft. Then using (fc.ll), F is

a continuous mapping of £" onto itself. Hence to show that F is a homeomorphism,

it suffices to show that F is biunique. To verify the biuniqueness of F, let x,y be

distinct points of £". We have the following two cases.

Case 1.    There  exists  a   sequence  kx <k2< ■■■   such   that, for  example,

FiXx) #*■*,.,(*)•
Then Fkl_1íx)eJSÍFk¡_ííx¡), rhk._^) for some l¡Sk¡-y. Using (fc.5), (fc.6) and

(fc.8), we see that Fix)eJSiFkt_fxl), r¡tki_t), i" = 1,2,• • •. Set Ç = dix,y), and

choose p = kj whenj is so large that 1 /2P_1 < Ç/3. Now F(x) e JSÍFP- yíx¡f),rljP- f),

and by ik.10), we have

(f) ÍJ(Fp_1(x),Fp_1(3;))^áp-1d(x,y) = y-1C.

Now by (fc.2), iß), and our choice of p, we have
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{r,) rtjP.y < ô"-l/2p~l < è>-1 Ç/3 < d(Fp_y(x),Fp-y(y))¡2.

Then Fp_ y(y) e CJS(FP„ y(xtj), rljp^), and using (k.9), F(y)i JS{Fp-y{xtj),rljp_ y).

Henee F(x) / F{y). A similar proof holds when there exists a sequence

m1<m2<- such that Fm(y)^Fmi_l(y).

Case 2.    There exist integers M(x),N(y) such that F,(x) = FM(x)(x), l = M(x),

and Fp(y) = FN(y)(y), P=N(y).

Then F(y) = FN(y)(y) and F(x) = FM(l)(x). Suppose M(x) = 7V(y). Then since

FM(x) = Fut,) is a homeomorphism, we have F(x) = FM(x)(x) # FHW(y) = F(y).

Now if M(x) < N(y), then F(x) = FMM(x) = FN(y)(x), and since FN(y) is a

homeomorphism, we have F(x) = FN(y)(x) =£ FN(y)(y) = F(y). A similar proof

holds when N(y) < M(x).

This completes the proof of the biuniqueness of F, and therefore F is a home-

omorphism of £" onto itself.

Claim. X consists of nonpiercing points of F. We show first that Xy is a non-

piercing point of F. Figure 4 illustrates the situation when n = 2. The situation

for general n is analogous.

Clearly, Xy is a nonpiercing point of F, in fact, xx is a spiral point. Now con-

sider Xj, where j > 1. Construct a new sequence of homeomorphisms {G;j},

/' = 1,2,—, where Gi?J- is obtained from F¡ by deleting all factors in F¡ which are

of the form Fk„ where k<j (with G¡j = G2j = ■■■ = Gj_yj = 1). Setting

Gj = limi_a)GI.ij, one verifies, in a manner analogous to that concerning F and xlt

that Gj is a homeomorphism of E" onto itself having Fj-y{xj) as a nonpiercing

(spiral) point. Setting VJ = F^_1-1(S(Fy_1(x^),r^)), we see that FJis a neighbor-

hood of Xy, and F\ V = GjFj-y | V. Moreover, using (JA) and the fact that

FCir\(E" - {S(c,r)VS(c,r/2)}) is a C"diffeomorphism, there exists an open

neighborhood UJ ofxj in VJ such that Fy_ j | ¡7J is a C°°-diffeomorphism. It follows

from Proposition 1 that x¡ is a nonpiercing point of GjFj^y, and hence x} is a

nonpiercing point of F. This completes the proof of the claim.

Remarks. Now F|S(xi,ru) = 1, and hence we see that F has property Q at

every point of S(xt,ru). Also, F is stable, since it is equivalent under ~ to the

stable homeomorphism Fe77(75") defined by F\CJS(x1,rli) = F \CJS(xi,r1y),

and F\JS(xy,ryi)= 1. Now if Tis any triangulation of F", we see that F could

have been constructed to have a dense set of nonpiercing points, and, moreover,

reduce to the identity on the (n — l)-skeletonT"_1 of T. We merely take our

countable dense set X, and all the spheres entering into our construction, to be

disjoint from T"~ \ In particular, if P is an (n — l)-hyperplane in £", then F could

have been required to reduce to the identity on P (and hence have property Q at

each point of P).

Theorem 1. If M" is any nonbounded differentiable n-manifold, then there

exists a homeomorphism F of M" onto itself having a dense set of nonpiercing

points (cf. Definition 1').
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Stage 1.

Stage 2.

(enlarged)

Figure 4

Proof. We take a countable covering ÍV¡,h¡) of M" by coordinate systems. Let

ft: hyiVf)->hyiVy) be a homeomorphism of ni(l7i) onto itself having a dense

set of nonpiercing points, and such that d(x,fyix)) -> 0 as x approaches the boun-

dary of hy(Vy). Then let Ft : M"-> M" be the homeomorphism of M" onto itself

defined by Fy\Uy = hf xfyhy, and F y | (M" - Vf) = 1. Note that there is a dense

subset of Vy consisting of nonpiercing points of Fy. Let f2: hf(V2 — Üf) ->

h2(V2 - Of) be a homeomorphism of h2(V2 — Vf) onto itself having a dense set

of nonpiercing points, and such that a"(x,/2(x)) -> 0 as x approaches the boundary,

of h2(V2 - Üy). Then let F2:M"-+ M" be the homeomorphism of M" onto itself

defined by f2|l/i = Fi | Ui, F2\íV2-Üy) = hf%h2, and F2|(M"- (l/^t/,))

= 1. Inductively, we construct homeomorphisms F¡: Mn-+M" of M" onto itself

such that F;|(C/i U-U [/¡.O = Fi_, |(C/iU-U t7,._i), FijíM-'-íl/iU-UU,.))

= 1, and there exists a dense subset of Vy u ■•• U V¡ consisting of nonpiercing

points of F¡. Then set F = lim;_ „Fj. It is readily seen that F is a homeomorphism

of M" onto itself having a dense set (in M") of nonpiercing points.

9. Applications. We now prove a theorem which relates the notion of piercing

point to stability of homeomorphisms.
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Theorem 2. For any integer n, if every homeomorphism 77 e H(Ek), 2 — k^n,

is such that H ~ G, where G has property Q at some point, then all orientation

preserving homeomorphisms of E" onto itself are stable.

We first prove the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Suppose, for some n, that all orientation-preserving homeomor-

phisms of E"~l onto itself are stable. If F e H(E") is orientation-preserving, and

if there exist (n — l)-hyperplanes P,P' in E", and an open set U in P', such that

f(U) cz P, then F is stable.

Proof of Lemma 1. Choose a point xeU, and let JS"~ (x,r) = B be a

closed (n — l)-ball in P' O U. Let M be an elementary topological (n — l)-sphere

in 75" such that M OP' = B. Since we have assumed that all orientation-preserving

homeomorphisms of E"~i onto itself are stable, and since F(B) cz P, we can

modify F ) B (cf. Theorem 5.4 of [1]) to obtain a homeomorphism F: B -* E" such

that F\S"~2(x,r) = F\S"~2(x,r), F(B) cz P, and F\JS"~2(x,s) is a C-imbedding

(p > 0) for some s < r. Note that F(B) = F(B) (cf. (a) of §2). We then obtain a

homeomorphism F-.M-+E" by setting

F(x) = Fix), [xeM-JS"-2(x,r)],

F(x) = F(x), [xeJS"~2(x,r)].

Since F(M) = F(M), F is elementary. Hence, using the Schoenflies extension

theorem, F admits extension to a homeomorphism of E" onto itself, which we

still denote by F. Moreover, using the tubular neighborhood theorem, P\ JS"~2(x,s)

may be extended over an open neighborhood of JS"'2(x,s) in 75" as a diffeomor-

phism. Hence, we can assume (cf. [9]) that f\ V is a diffeomorphism for some

open neighborhood V of x in E". Therefore F is stable. Since

7?|(M-J5) = F|(M-B),

we can assume (cf. [9]), moreover, that P ~ F. Hence F is stable.

Remark. One verifies that the hypotheses of Lemma 1 can be weakened by

allowing P and P' to be diffeomorphs of 75"-1 in E".

Proof of Theorem 2. Using induction, the above remark, and the fact that all

orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of E" onto itself are stable for n = 1,2,3,

it suffices to prove the following proposition (y).

(y) If the homeomorphism GeH(E") has property Q at some point, then

G ~ F, where F(U) c Py for an open set U in P2, and PX,P2 are diffeomorphs of

E""1 in E".

To verify (y), suppose G has property Q at a point x0 e E". Hence there exist a,

77, P, W, and ax in Definition 3 relative to G and x0. To simplify our discussion,

we note that for the purposes of verifying (y), we can assume without loss of

generality that Lis the identity diffeomorphism of E . Indeed, GL has property Q
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at L_1(x0) using a, identity, 77, P, W, and it is clear that L can be taken as

orientation-preserving, which implies that GL~ G.

Now if Fis a sufficiently small neighborhood of 7/G(x0) in W, the straight line

segments crx([— 1,1]), as x varies throughout V, are mutually disjoint. To see

this, note first that Definition 1 and condition (iii) of Definition 3 (with L= 1)

imply that ax([ - 1,1]) C\G~XH'X(W) = x for all xeW. Since the segments

erxi[ — 1,1]) are all translates of one another, we see that if Fez Wis small enough,

the <rx([-l,l])no-/[-l,l])#0 for x, ye F implies that xeeryi[-1,1]),

and hence x = y. Actually, it can be proved that the segments erx([ — 1,1]) are

mutually disjoint for all xeW, but we won't need this fact.

Let B = JS""2(77G(x0),r) be an (n - l)-ball in P such that BezzV. Let P* be

be the (n — l)-hyperplane in £" going through x0 = er(0) and such that the segment

eri[ —1,1]) is normal to P* at o(0). We also suppose r chosen so small that the

(n — l)-hyperplanes P', P" which are parallel to P* and go through eríj),oí — j),

respectively, have the following property: for each xe G_17/_1(B), the segments

axi\_— LI]) intersect P', P" in (continuously varying) points oxit'x),ox(t'f),

respectively, where — 1 < t'x < 0 < t'x < 1. Note that tXo = — %, t'Xo = -]-. Hence

the segments ox([tx,tx]), as x varies throughout G-177_I(B), "fiber" the neigh-

borhood

N = {\Jerx([tf,t'x])\xe G-'H-'iB)}.

Let B' = JS"~x(HG(x0),r/2), and let B* = {\Jax([t"x,t'x])\xeG-lirx(B')}.

It is clear that

BdB* = {\Joxi[t:,t'x])\xeG-1H-1iS"-2iHGix0),r/2))} u{B* r^iP' UP")}

is an elementary topological (n — l)-sphere in £". Setting M = BdB*, we consider

homeomorphism <ï>:M->£" which maps the segment erx([tx',t'f]) homeomor-

phically onto the segment erx([tx,0]), and reduces to the identity B*nP".

Then $ is an elementary homeomorphism such that <5 (M) = M', where

M' = {\Joxí[fx,0])\xeG-iH-\Sn-2ÍHGÍx0),r/2))}VJ{B* KP"}.

Set F = G<b. Then F is an elementary homeomorphism of M into £", and hence

may be extended to a homeomorphism of £" onto itself, which we still denote

by F. Since F|(B* OP") = G|(B* C\P"), we can assume (cf. [9]) that F ~ G.

Moreover, setting V = {\Jerxitx)\xeG~1H~1iJS"~2iHGix0), r/2))}, we see that

V is an open set in P', and F(t7) = GO(L7) = G(G"1H"1(/S',"2(7ÍG(x0), r/2)))

= 77_1(JS""2(77G(x0), r/2))c7/_1(P). Then setting P. =7/-1(P), P2 = P', we

see that Proposition (y) is verified, which completes the proof of Theorem 2.

We now show that any homeomorphism F e 77(£") is equivalent under ~ to a

homeomorphism having piercing points.

Since all orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of £" onto itself are stable
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for n = 1,2,3, it follows that if F e 77(£"), n = 1,2,3, then F ~ 77 where 77 has an

«-cell of piercing points. The following theorem extends this latter result to a

similar (but weaker) result in the higher dimensions.

Theorem 3. Let FeH(E"), where n = 4. Then F ~ 77 where 77 has a k-cell

of piercing points,  k^2n/3 — 1.

Proof. Let K be any k-cell in £". Then F(K) is a flat fe-cell in E". Moreover,

F(TQ is stably flat by a theorem of P. Roy (cf. [10]), and F~l\F(K): F(K)->K

admits an extension to a stable homeomorphism G of E" onto itself. Since G is

stable, we can assume that G| U = 1, where U is some nonempty open set in E".

Set 77 = GF. Then 771 K = 1, and hence K consists entirely of piercing points of 77.

Since 771 F~ '([/) = F | F~ '([/), we see that F ~ 77 and the theorem is proved.

Remark. Theorem 3 can be strengthened by requiring that 77|(E" — V)

= F| (£" — V), where Fis any nonempty open set in £". Hence Theorem 3 can be

extended to an analogous result about differentiable manifolds.

We conclude by noting a relationship between our notion of piercing point and a

notion of "piercing" which has been discussed in the literature. A topological

(n — l)-sphere M in £" is said to be pierced by a straight line segment yz at a

point x0 e M if yz n M = x0, and if y and z lie in opposite components of £" — M.

An example was given by Fort (cf. [11]) of a wild sphere which can be pierced at

each point by a straight line segment. On the other hand, our example of §8

shows that there exist elementary spheres M in £" which can not be pierced,

even by diffeomorphs of straight line segments, at a dense set of points of M.

To verify this latter statement, observe first that if G e 77(£"), and if M = G(Sn~ \c,r))

can be pierced at a point x0 by a diffeomorph of a straight line segment, then x0

is a piercing point of G_1. We now note that the homeomorphism FeH(E)

constructed in §8 is such that F(x) is a nonpiercing (spiral) point of F~ , for all

x e X. Hence if we choose X so that X n S(c, r) is dense in S(c, r), then the

elementary sphere M = F(S(c,r)) can not be pierced at the points of the dense

subset F(X r\S(c,r)) of M.
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